STOCKINGS MATCH OR THE SLIPPERS SKIN

FOR STREET
True beige, kasha, maple cream and biscuit divide favor with the beiges that have a rosy tinge—bisque, DuBarry, rose beige and blonde. Corticelli offers in these shades a semi-chiffon stocking, style 322, and two sheer chiffons, 208 and 107, the latter with the newest Paris openwork clock.

STOCKINGS for evening may match the slippers or the skin.” The dictum went forth from Paris and immediately the Corticelli mills were busy fitting the lustrous Corticelli silk into exquisite stockings of the very colors that Paris endorses.

Here are the latest hosiery dicta which gave to Corticelli its cue for fall. If you follow the oracle you may be sure that your stockings are as smart as all the other lovely details of your costume.

TAN or beige walking pumps are in favor this fall, usually plain, but often in combination. The stockings may match the light pumps or the lighter shade in two-toned pumps. To wear with these fashionable leather shades you should choose Corticelli stockings of beige, kasha, mandarine, blonde, biscuit and, for best of all, bisque, DuBarry and rose beige.

For your russet shoes, if you insist on matching the leather, Corticelli has provided three shades—Mecca, kasha and russet.

Stockings of beige in pure silk semi-chiffon, the color of the lighter leather, are just the right weight and quality to go with these fascinating pumps. The new shoe colors, just as fast as they appear, are matched by the fashionable shades of Corticelli hosiery.

FOR EVENING
An exquisite hand-embroidered maidenhair fern Jacquard lace, style 161, shares honors with a filmy chiffon, style 308, and French-clocked chiffons, style 107. Among the Corticelli colors for evening are shell, light pink, cherub, bisque, maple cream, rose beige, daybreak and mauve.

But the stockings need not match the shoes unless one chooses. The latest advice from Paris says that hosiery may match the skin instead. You will be amused to discover whether your coloring is bisque or light pink, shell, cherub or nude.

“FOR afternoon or evening, invariably clocks” comes the word from Paris. And Corticelli, in style 107, is showing the very clock the Parisienne wears; just the daintiest, colwebbiest little openwork decoration imaginable in exquisite chiffon hose.

Luxurious and beautiful, Corticelli stockings are fashioned to fit as snugly as one’s skin. You will marvel at the clear even texture, the gleaming loveliness and the perfection of service which the famous Corticelli silk produces.

You can get Corticelli hose at any first class department store. Or we will be glad to send you the name of your nearest dealer. Write us today—The Corticelli Silk Company, 286 Nonotuck Street, Florence, Mass.

These filmy stockings with their exquisite Jacquard lace panels and touches of hand embroidery are favorites for weddings and debutante dances. The pair shown come in shell or white to wear with the satin slippers which have rhinestone buckles.
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